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Chapter 2 - Part 1 
A Journey 



The group prepares to leave town. 

Heading north they camp a few miles out of Tamrivena 
for an uneventful night 

The next day... Nine covered Varisian wagons pulled by nags appear. The wagons are gaudily painted and 
depict the show's performers beneath the legend, "The Crooked Kin - Ustalav's Greatest Travelling Cabinet 
of Curiosities!" Each wagon has a front and back door opening onto cramped living accommodations inside. 

A strange group of people if ever you saw them. A short, hunched man with a distorted appearance. A 7 foot tall female hu-
man with a fine beard down to her waist. Two young girls with very small heads, a mangy man without arms or legs. Female 

human with four arms, dressed in exotic silks, three clowns, all with an extra limb each , a shockingly ugly Ulfen man at 8 feet 
tall and a 10 year old boy covered in hair who is clearly insane 
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Oh bloody hellfire... CARNIES  

An albino man emerges from the caravan. He has red eyes and long white hair 
that hangs below his knees. He is wearing a red top hat, a long red coat with 

gold buckles, and striped trousers. 

“Others have passed this way and have shunned us 
most cruely!” 

Apparently one of the pinhead girls wandered into 
the marsh and they dare not send anyone after her. 

Alise organises a contract for services and the group 
head into the marsh to mount a rescue. 
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The going gets harder. 
 

Finally a clearing with dismal flowers 
 

The tracks on the ground give the appearance of scuffle and dragging. 
 

A Girl’s screams come from the left and the right 
 

Big spider appears  

The spider tries ... The spider dies 
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Chapter 2 - Part 2 
Lepidstadt 
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As the party approaches Caurtaud on the way to Lepistadt they see broadsheets available, the vendor trying to sell them for a 
copper, but there is nothing to stop the rude and uncouth from just standing still and reading it - though it does draw quite a 

few dirty looks. 

Tamos reads the broadsheet, and scoffs upon reading one particular article  

Pfft, The Red Mist. All the tales about them sounds completely overblown! All that ka-
fuffle about their mage being able to have the earth swallow their enemies whole with a snap 
of his fingers, a rogue so artistic in his craft he was able to steal from the main church of a 
paladin chapter... a gnome with gold skin?!? who floats in the air and punts across the bat-
tlefield with the butt of his spear?! Ludicrous! Well... back to business. I'm wondering about 
the damage done to the University. Sounds like visitors may be unwelcome at this point, de-

pending on whatever this Beast has done to the place  
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The party travels north to arrive in Lepidstadt 

Lepidstadt is a small city on the banks of the Lesser Moutray River, most famous for its university and the strange standing 
stones outside the city called the Spiral Cromlech. Recently renovated, Lepidstadt is a bustling, lively city of students and 
academics, with newly bricked streets, wide plazas, and grandiose structures built from imported wood and stone. Away from 
the university and city center, however, the narrow, winding streets of Lepidstadt show the signs of its age, with dilapidated 

hovels, crumbling stone walls, and cramped courtyards.  

Thallan looks a little shaken returning to a city in which he has spent much time... 
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Entering town from the west, the part head for the University, passing by the Massive Girth Inn, A very respectable place 
that caters for the middle class. It's fare include Roast Pork, Pickled Ale, and a wide variety of cheese and wine. A promi-

nent poster is displayed... 



looks out over the university lawn. A staggering array of books, scrolls, maps, and curios, including shrunken heads, tribal masks, and bits of 
pottery, lie scattered all over the floor, apparently pulled from the shelves. The room is otherwise crowded with overturned tables, desks, and 

cabinets. At the centre of the room stands an old man with shaggy hair. The eccentric man waves his arms as he speaks.  
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As the party approach the university they see a crowd of students in the gardens. At the centre of the throng, are two men, 
one bare chested and the other covered in lace. They are duelling. Nearby stands Gobber Gunderbunt. 

The duel ends with the victory going to the lace covered Fop. Wingnut and Gobber 
greet each and trade jibes and hugs.  

Wingnut, been a long time you little nobber! Strange times. The people 
are all a frenzy to kill the beast. Probably none of them know anything, 

just want to see the thing die. 

Uuuuh, mate? You might want to put that back down; you don't know where it's been!  

Thallan makes introductions. Gobber speaks about the rampage of the beast. 
Thallan is intrigued by the beast and wants to examine it. 

Tamos Wolvar, occasional deadpan snarker, troublemaker and trouble-shooter, at your service!  

It's been a pleasure Gobber, we must share an ale or two before the week is out...  

the most syllables I've ever heard you use Wing... I'm... I'm... proud of you!  

Gunderbunt shows you through the main entrance and leads you up several flights of stairs into a 
high-ceilinged workshop/library lined with mostly empty shelves. A trio of great leaded windows  

Dr Montagnie Crowl 

By my suspenders this place is a mess! Who are these people Gunderbunt? Ho, Wingnut - ah 
it is good to see your twisted little face once again! And Thallan too. How fares the professor? 

He fares no longer I’m afraid  

I am deeply grieved to hear this news. *The doctor sits heavily* That man was a true man of 
knowledge. What he knew about the history of the cults of these troubled land could not even 
be captured by all the books on the matter. My my, tell me - did he die at home with his 

daughter? Tell me he died with a book in his hand at least? 

he died with knowledge in his heart.  

Tamos Wolvar nods to Thallan earnestly at his diplomatic response regarding the 
professor. The party hand over the books. Thallan quietly warns the Dr to guard 

the books wisely 
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The simple wooden door leading from the back door foyer into the auditorium has been broken off its hinges, as has the far 
door leading to the vault. Panelled in oak, the auditorium contains a sunken, 5-foot-deep central area lined with books, tribal 
fetishes, and curiosities. A small stage and lectern stand in the centre of this area, which is edged with a low oak rail, worn 

smooth from the touch of years of students gazing into the Master's lecture room below. 
 

Beeswax lingers in the air in the room, along with deep scratches into the rails of the room. One area of the room is un-
touched... all windows are grimed shut except for one... 

 
The room is full of fetishes and idols, one pedestal is empty... 

 
The sea sage effigy is missing 



What I need, to be plain, is people without bias to uncover the real truth about the Beast and its alleged crimes. The 
Beast's legally appointed advocate, a barrister by the name Gustav Kaple, is over his head and needs help. 

 
Someone who can gather evidence, be questioned by the opposition, who has bravery in spades and silver tongues to match, 

to ensure that if there is more to the Beast's story, justice will be done. 
 

I direct you therefore to the courthouse, register with the clerks as volunteer defenders for the Beast and then meet with 
Barrister Gustav Kaple and offer your assistance. 100 platinum pieces will be paid to you each for services rendered. 

There is a cancer in Lepistadt, a darkness lurking behind the shadow of a 
scapegoat. For many years the people of Lepistadt have laid their ills at 

the door of this Beast - murders, thefts and terrors alike. Some are exag-
gerations, but many I believe to be simply false. Indeed, I have heard the 
opposite spoken of the creature, of kindness, generosity and a willingly to 

help and aid unlike many a gentleman or lady. 
 

Truly now would be the time for said benefactors to raise themselves up 
and countenance the city with their truth. Alas, none have been forth 

coming. 
 

The Beast's capture at the University is not what it seems, of this I am 
sure. Why would such an intelligent creature, for surely it is this, would 

trap itself so willingly therein? 

The Dr says: I am unsure of where the statuette originally came from, but it's been part of the 
department's collection for many years. Physically, the effigy is a murky green statuette depicting 
a grotesque creature writhing with tentacles. I admit that I found the effigy fascinating, as it ap-
peared to be an anomaly, an idol of some sort that did not seem to correlate to the worship of any 
known divine being. I suspect that the statuette depicts something other...some sort of creature 
from the mysterious Dark Tapestry. *The doctor coughs* But the effigy is so distinctive, I'm sure 

it will be found soon. 
 

The beast was found empty handed in the room, it took 6 men to bring him to ground. 

The party heads to the house of Judge Daramid who lives in a fine townhouse surrounded by 
art in the centre of Lepistadt. They meet with the judge and deliver the book and testament. 
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She reads, she nods, she is very solemn. She goes over to a wall 
safe and hands of 1,000gp to each of the party 



You English and your sense of humour. During your brief stay I look forward 
to learning more of your wit, your punning and your amusing jokes about the 

breaking of the wind.  

That's not how your pronounce 'touch' Wing...  

To match the burning beneath perhaps?  

100 platinum pieces... Just think Tamos, that would be enough to enchant my codpiece with a 
flaming enchantment!  
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Touché, want to find out?  

about your scabies? No thanks.  



Ha! That fool barrister Gustav Kaple is defending the creature — he can't even get a whole sen-
tence out without stuttering! The Beast is as good as dead! I've heard that the prosecution's case 
is watertight — murdering those poor children in Hergstag, killing all those swampers in Morast, 

and burning down good Doctor Brada's hospice. Hurrah for Prosecutor Otto Heiger! 

Yes, I've heard stories that the Beast has done some kind things too, but it's plagued Lepistadt 
for far too long. Even if it did do those things, that's just proof that the creature is mad and de-

serves to be burned! 

I hear the trial's first day detailed a long list of crimes against the Beast, three of which are to be 
used as the basis of its execution — burned alive in the Punishing Man, a giant pyre that is even 

now being raised outside the courthouse! 

surprisingly not... the ransacking would not be enough for a death sentence. We take pride in our 
process. The Prosecution is using three recent crimes attributed to the Beast to convict the crea-
ture of murder: the murder of 10 citizens of the village of Morast a year ago; the slaying of six 

children in the farming community of Hergstag 7 months ago; and the arson attack 4 months ago at 
the Sanctuary on Karb Isle, which resulted in the deaths of Doctor Brada and his patients and the 

blinding of the doctor's assistant, Karl.  

What has the beast been charged with... ransacking the university?  
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The party head out to gauge the mood of the town. 

Wingnut vanishes into the crowd, the rest head to the courthouse. 



Yes ... 

from what I hear he could use it...  

We are here to register with the clerks and to assist Gustav  
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A large, squat building dominated by an enormous clock overlooks the town square. A huge figure of wood, 
roughly man-shaped, stands in the square in front of the building. 

 
Alise announces their presence and intentions. 

Assisting Gustav? Are you mad?  

The clerk produces ledgers which are signed and witnessed 
 

He rings a bell, a young boy comes and takes them to Gustav on the second level  

Thallan introduces them all, and makes their intentions known. 

You ... you want to help me?  
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I don’t think it is going to have a good outcome this one... 
 

While the attack on the university is the most recent incident and has the most compelling evi-
dence, I suppose as it is just a theft of a pointless artifact, the creature would only be repri-

manded. They aren't interested in reprimanding the creature, they want him dead. 
 

The trial has al-already commenced and evidence has been presented to the three justices. The 
trial begins in earnest tomorrow, however, as the majority of the evidence for the three crimes will 

be presented over the next three days. 
 

The trial will go over three days... each day a new crime will be tried. 
 

I suggest you find evidence of his innocence at Morast first, as that evidence will be presented 
tomorrow. You can then investigate the other two crimes over the following two nights. 

 
Perhaps one of you might present any evidence you f..find, hmm? I fear my st-stutter is getting 

worse. It mi-might be better you know? 

Perhaps I could speak in your stead. 

Oh thank the gods, yes! 

The party head downstairs to meet the beast.. A towering abomination sits in an iron chair, bound with no 
less than a dozen sets of manacles. Stitching holds together this grotesque patchwork of flesh and bone, 
beast and man, though the wires are so taut they look as though they may fly apart at any moment. Its 
mouth is twisted in a permanent sneer, and a shock of lank, dark hair clings to its scalp. The creature 

slumps in its chair, a despondent expression upon its monstrous face. As you take in the size of the crea-
ture you hear several whispered words "mud and pain, iron clad sadness forever..." it stops speaking abruptly 
as it notices you. The Beast strains against its bonds, and roars at you. You hear the iron of the manacles 

crack under the strain but they hold him fast. 
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The beast of Lepidstadt 



Settle, we are here to help  

I didn't do it, not those things, nothing like those things they say! 
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I am not human, not a human at all  

You said you didn’t do it, or did you not want to do it? 

I didn’t do it.  
 

I don’t know how I got there, last thing I remember is them beating me up. How did I get there? 

Tamos intimidates the guard and enters the cage with the beast. Thallan enters as well. 

Thallan tries to cast spells, get threatened by guards. 
 

The party leave and head for Morast 
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Morast, a small hamlet in the Dippelmere Swamp about 8 miles east of Lepidstadt. A narrow trail leads from Lepidstadt to the vil-
lage. Morast is a miserable collection of 20 or so wattle-and-daub hovels built on stilts above the swamp and connected by soggy 

wooden boardwalks. The swampers of Morast are a curious group. Local rumour claims that somewhere in their somewhat inbred ances-
try, they mingled with strange swamp creatures, tainting their blood and marking them with queer countenances. No one knows how or 

why, but the people of Morast have legendary constitutions—sickness is rare among the swampers, and the villagers live long, 
healthy lives. While admired for this fact, they are also shunned for their strange appearance. The villagers make their livings fishing 
and occasionally bringing in a blood caiman (a variety of crocodilian with a red-scaled head that is native to the north) to eat or sell. 

The Beast only took lone villagers who were outside at night, but soon became bolder and began to attack 
houses. These attacks only ended when I organised the villagers and set a trap for the Beast. I recall that 
night well. We lay in wait for the Beast, who attacked just after nightfall. Armed with torches, we attacked 

and wounded it - 7 foot tall and hulking. The Beast took to the water, but we gave chase in the boats, 
pursuing it all the way to the boneyards. *Lazne points North out of town* little did we know, that beast 

must have been using the island for its lair. 
 

Lazne grins. "Then a Blood Caiman attacked the thing, right in front of us. That beast cursed oaths that 
would make even a whore from the city blush, that gator tore it apart good. Deep bites the animal tore 

flesh from the Beast's shoulder. Then it dragged the beast beneath the water. 

The party arrive in Morast. There is an inn 
called the body snatcher. Everyone is  

staring at them...  The party meet with 
the elder, a man named Lazne ... And a 
witness. He wants to know their motives 

before giving out information. 

 
He begins to  
describe the  
incident... 
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Wingnut scouts about... Thallan and Alise hire a boat to get out to the abandoned boneyard. 
 

Wingnut steals a boat and follows. 
 

A tiny, miserable island rises from the swamp, a tangle of trees covering its dour, reed-choked surface. 
Hundreds of fetishes hang from the trees — simple, roughly humanoid figures made of sticks and bound 

with twine. Larger fetishes are planted in the ground on various parts of the island, leaning drunkenly in the 
soft mud. A large nest built of sodden swamp wood sits high in the boughs of a trio of tangled trees on the 

northwest side of the isle.  
 

An abandoned campfire boasts an empty wineskin, and a potion with carrot smell. 
 

The bottom of the vial contains the dried remains of a green substance that smells vaguely of carrots. An 
alchemist dark vision extract. 

 
Also in the boneyard... 6 graves collapsed into the ground - empty 

 
From the middle of the island flies a creature...  

 
This creature has a vaguely humanoid head, the body of a lion, and the wings of a dragon. Its tail ends in 

long, sharp spikes. 
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Wingnut begins firing while Thallan summons a cloud of fog as cover. Alise pulls out her bow and lands a 
telling arrow in the beasts flank. The beast flies about flicking spikes with its tail, wounding Wingnut over 

and over before a volley of musket ball and arrows bring the beast down. 
 

Alise drags the beast from the swamp. The head will make a fine trophy. 
 

A curricle is found in the trees (little boat) inside are blood stains and oar and mouldy leather travel bag 
with artisan outfit and a detached human face. A length of rope goes into the water below. 

 
Rope attached to heavy sack, the sack holds some rope, a gag, a rusted lantern, a trio of heavy knives, and 

a rusted shovel. 
 

Wingnut spots a case of tools hidden nearby... Fine tools made with silver with amethyst handles. Small 
raven symbol on handle. 

 
The party head back, Wingnut ghosts away. 

 
Wingnut and Thallan set up future signal for making contact in future when Wingnut is stealthy. 

 
The town recognise the detached face, a poacher named Nan Klebem who visited Morast regularly every 

month but has not been seen for about one year. 
 

The party head back to town 
 

They resolve to work out where the medical tools have come from. The first place they go to is ‘Soddens 
mercury tools’.  

 
This is a maker's make of Zbraslav Hora and Sons. They have a workshop on Anatomists' Alley. 

 
The shop keeper offers 200gp and then 210gp but Thallan declines. 

 
The party head to Zbraslav Hora and Sons. 



“”he will after I pin him to the floor and 
teabag him for several hours, most only 
last 5 minutes before begging for the 

horror to end!”  

“Yes I remember the buyer well, he wore an unusual high hat and 
green-tinted reading glasses. But, as for his name, I could not 

tell you. Master Klud would have that information, but is unlikely 
to give it to you.” 
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Zbraslav Hora is a bookish, taciturn man who has a long white beard 
with a pipe.  

 
Thallan enquires after the tools under the pretence of getting 

them repaired. 
 

He asks for whom the tools were made... 
 

Zbraslav retrieves a heavy bound book from beneath the counter 
and leafs through its large pages. Finding the right page he 

threads his finger down the margins.  

“Ah yes. The one who purchased this item was Vladka Kostel. She works for 
an auction house, but I've forgotten which one.“ 

The party head out to try to find the auction house. They as an 
old woman... 

“Vladka? Why she works with old Klud at Ledov's Chirurgery Merchants.” 

The party head to old Klud at Ledov's Chirurgery Merchants and are greeted by Vladka Kostel, a less than comely lass with 
a bow legged gait, three nostrils and a penchant for buggery. 



“I pride myself, you know, on keeping my customer's identities safe as 
houses. You wouldn't want anyone coming into your house, and stealing 
what you have worked so hard to conceal would you? I thought not. 

That sort of information is valuable isn't it - don't you think?” 
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“I will not tell you, young whipper snapper... Oh no I shall not!” 

Master Klud is a stuffy, pretentious man with thick glasses and wearing a 
purple robe 

Klud isn't giving it up. Tamos confuses him and tricks him into giving up 
the name. Tea-bagging may or may not have been involved... 

 
The name is Radniche. The party head to his shop. 

 
Radniche's cramped shop is piled with skeletons, pickled things in jars, and 

alchemical components. 

Thallan begins negotiations and is successful after a great deal of 
subtle back and forth. Meanwhile Wingnut tries to sneak up on the 
man but fails... and the negotiations need to become more vigorous.  

 
Alise steps in with a firm voice and steel gaze... 

“Lets not doing anything foolish now” 

A name is quickly proffered as  Master Vorkstag, of Vorkstag and Grine's Chymic Works. 
 

Alise slaps an additional 5 gold on the table and the party makes haste to this location even as the day grows late. 
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A tall, iron chimney belches yellow clouds into the sky from this small brick factory. Large leaded windows arch in a dozen places 
on its outer walls, but they are so begrimed as to be opaque. A large gate opens onto an inner courtyard beneath a sign proudly 

proclaiming "Vorkstag and Grine, Chymic Works." The building has two floors and a tower, topped by a lightning rod. 
 

A twenty-foot-high stone wall, topped with broken glass, surrounds a small courtyard before the workshop. A heavy oak gate bars 
entry beneath a sign proudly proclaiming "Vorkstag and Grine, Chymic Works." A bell hangs by one side of the gate. 

A gnome comes out and unmuzzles a dog and 
then returns inside. Wingnut’s keen eyes notice 

that this is no ordinary dog... 
 

Wingnut sneaks closer and listens through the 
two doors, through the first he hears movement, 
but the door is locked tight, the second opens 
and he spies mongrel men moving crates about. 
With nothing further to go on he heads back to 

the group. 
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The party begin gathering information... 
 

Vorkstag and Grine are well-respected merchants. Grine is a peculiar-looking fellow, though gnomes are that way, you know. No 
workers are ever seen going on shift at the chymic works, but the smoke from the chimney never stops. Odd that. Master Vorkstag 
has a great many friends in high places, and whenever any minor trouble comes his way, someone is always ready to speak up on his 

behalf. 
 

The party head back to the chymic works and Thallan tries a knock spell, but this fails. 
 

The party stay at the massive girth inn. Wingnut orders masses of food for all and sundry. 

They put together their evidence for the trial: 
 

1). Height discrepancy. 
2). Alchemist - a) doesn't need darkvision b) needs to be alchemist to use. 
3). The bite on the beast. 
4). Grave robbing? why would he do this? 
5). Removed face of the poacher and medium sized entity. 
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The Trial begins 
 

A trio of guards leads the Beast into the court and shackles it to the large iron chair in the centre of the courtroom to the jeers 
of the crowd. 
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Chief Justice Khard speaks with a deep, commanding voice and 
suffers no nonsense in his court. The Chief Justice carries the 
court gavel—a mallet of black ebony the Justice uses to keep 
order—and wears a gold pleated waistcoat that peaks at the 

shoulders and acts like a ruff around his neck. He has the power 
to have people removed from court, discount evidence, and issue 
punishments (up to hanging) for lying to the court. Any levity 
in the court is punished by a fine (up to 1,000 gp) or over-
night imprisonment for those who take his court too lightly. 

“Now I'll have you know the rules of this court. The Holy Sisters of 
Justice will ensure no magic is used at court without first being re-
quested and approved by the justices.  Any such infringements will 

result in a fine and possible jail time.”  

In the corner stands the Herald of the court, Clad in black  
half-plate armour with a full-face visor, the Herald keeps his identity secret. 
The Herald calls out official announcements with the striking of a great gong, 
calls witnesses, and keeps order in the court. He also acts as the justices' 

protector, and has a great sword at hand at all times. 

Judge Embreth Daramid 

Judge Kasp Aldaar 

The Herald of the court 
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Otto Heiger speaks first for the prosecution 

“The Herald of the court shall call witnesses and keep order in the court, and the clerks not only record evi-
dence but also all the things said herein. 

 
The good people of Lepidsadt have reportedly suffered many acts of terror and barbarity at the hands of the Beast of 

Lepidstadt for many years, and while the Beast might be accused of a good many more crimes, the justices have agreed 
that three crimes only will be brought before this court, with one exceptions that I will discuss momentarily. 

 
The three that the prosecution has chosen is the killing of townsfolk in Morast, the killing of the children of Hergstag, and 
the arson attack on the hospital of Sanctuary on Karb Isle which resulted in the deaths of Doctor Brada and his patients 

and the blinding of his assistant Karl. 
 

Know that if the Beast is found guilty, then the sentence is death. If innocent then the Beast will be set free once again 
to roam the Dipplemere Swamp. 

 
The one exception to these matters, is the recent fiasco at the university. That the Beast was found red-handed there can 
be no doubt. As such if found innocent of the three crimes, the beast will still be banished from Lepidstadt, and should he 

ever return then he shall be put to immediate death.” 

“This Beast is guilty beyond all reasonable doubt. As I shall display, your hon-
ours, the beast is responsible for the ten murders in Morast as well as the other 
two crimes which I will outline as the trial continues. There is no doubt that the 
Beast is a monster of the swamp and deserves no mercy or kindness. Truly such 
an act by the city would be to offend the bones of the victims so cruelly cut 

down!” 

“It is most dist...dist...upsetting the crimes that have been committed by 
the...by someone. It is truly terrible. But I declare...well I state that it is 

good that this city abides by such rigorous form and structure in its judicial mat-
ters. Oh yes. I will prove indeed that the Beast is guilty of these heinous 
crimes...not at all guilty I mean to say...not at all guilty of these crimes.”  
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Otto first brings three locals from Morast, two young women and a man, to the stand. The trio describes events as they 
saw them happen—that over a series of nights, the Beast came to the village and took people away; that a trap was fi-

nally laid for the Beast; that the Beast was driven into the swamp, and, they assumed, killed. 

“The Beast only took lone villagers who were outside at night, but 
soon became bolder and began to attack houses. These attacks only 

ended when I organised the villagers and set a trap for the Beast, as 
the others have said.” 

“I recall that night well. We lay in wait for the Beast, who attacked 
just after nightfall. Armed with torches, we attacked and wounded it 
- 7 feet tall and hulking. The Beast took to the water, but we gave 
chase in the boats, pursuing it all the way to the boneyards. Little 
did we know, that beast must have been using the island for its lair.” 

“Then a Blood Caiman attacked the thing, right in front of us. That 
beast cursed oaths as that gator tore it apart good. Deep bites the ani-
mal tore flesh from the Beast's shoulder. Then it dragged the beast be-
neath the water. We thought that was the end of it - but alas this was 

not the case, for here be the Beast that stands before us now!” 
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Thallan begins to address the court. He lays out 
the evidence gathered at the boneyard, The height 
discrepancy between the reported beast and the 
real beast, The evidence of an alchemist, the lack 
of wounds on the beast. The grave robbing and the 

detached face. 

During his speech a disruption 
comes from the crown. At the or-
der of the chief justice, the herald 
is dispatched and seizes the dis-
rupter who is dragged to the cells 

below. 

Thallan finishes his speech and the 
court is adjourned. As the Beast is 

led away, the crowd bays for  
justice, and the swift demise of  
the Beast. "Kill him now" and so 
on. They spit and jeer at you as 

his defendants. The hatred in their 
eyes is palpable. 
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The party head out to investigate the next crime – The killing of 6 children in herkstag 
 

The witnesses for the prosecution now live in a small windmill on the outskirts of Lepidstadt. 

“It was terrible I tell thee. The children of the village all vanished 
one by one, only to return as hideous wee ghosts. Haunting the vil-
lage did they, but then one day the true culprit could be seen - 
that terrible beast of Lepidstadt, came in the village bearing wee 
Ellsa in his arms - laughing all the while was he. We set upon the 
thing with vigour, but it escaped us all. But those poor innocents, 
they continue to haunt the village - not content are they till their 

murderer be dealt with.” 
 

“Fine tis true, there was another thing. Of the six children that 
died, little Karin did die after the beast was driven away. Two days 
hence in fact, her father heard her screaming but by the time he 
reached her she was dead, without a mark on her and with no signs 

of entry to the building.” 
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The party head to herkstag 
 

The farmland has fallen to ruin, and even the well-trodden pathways are obscured now by grass fallen branches. The crops have all gone 
to seed and the high corn grows everywhere, obscuring all but the most obvious landmarks such as the houses and chapel. Moving about 

town is more about wading through corn, anything could be hidden beneath it. North of town is a deep bog. 

The party approach the house where the murders are said to have occurred. It appears to be in better condition than others in the 
village. Its door is shut and barred. Thallan ‘knocks’ open the window. Wingnut and Tamos climb through, Wingnut goes to open the 

front door while Tamos wanders upstairs. Only to be attacked by a ghost. 
 

It tears chunks out of Tamos... But is eventually taken down... 


